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Company Overview - 01
The Cinder team is comprised of a group of game industry professionals,
with decades of experience building and scaling communities in massive
online worlds. Since 2009, our focus has centered around building MMOs
driven by strong social communities and player-generated content. Our
active game portfolio has a reach of over 140 million registered players, and
our suite of proprietary tools allow for rapid prototyping and an agile
development pipeline.

Cinder History - 01.1
In April of 2020, our team began beta testing a new social game world,
with a strong focus on character creation, customization, and user
generated content. This beta, along with strong growth within the Solana
ecosystem, led us to explore the use of smart contracts as a means of
revolutionizing ownership of player creations, along with in-game assets.
Our research resulted in a desire to pivot away from development of a
traditional MMO, and to explore new game experiences centered around
these emerging technologies.
And that brings us to where we are today - Creating Cinder

The Cinder Team - 01.2
The Cinder development team consists of 20+ industry professionals,
many with over a decade of experience working together as a team. We
have experience publishing titles on a vast array of platforms, and have
been fortunate enough to establish ourselves as industry leaders in the
children’s online MMO space.

Clark Stacey

Michael Lopez

Beau Brewer

Zach Woolf

President

CEO

CTO

Creative Director & COO
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Our Mission - 02
Cinder aims to disrupt the P2E space by offering players more power and
control over the way they play, create, and earn within the Metaverse.

Play, Create, & Earn - 02.1
There have been quite a few blockchain
projects, NFT mints, and hyped up social
channels surrounding Play to Earn games
over the past year. While we ﬁnd this
encouraging, we noticed an unsettling
trend. Many projects are lining their
pockets with empty promises and
vaporware.
We decided to take a different approach.
Not only is Cinder an active and
functioning metaverse you can log into
today, we currently have over 3 years of
development already behind us.

⬙

Character Pipeline

⬙

Customization System

⬙

Environments

⬙

World Building Tools

⬙

Server Stack

⬙

Text and Voice Chat
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Given the current state of the Cinder project, our team is is now fully
focused on the features that set Cinder apart:
Play - Your NFT is the key to accessing the world of Cinder
⬙ Participate in Cinder development by joining our Discord
⬙ Connect with other like minded gamers and NFT enthusiasts
⬙ Join us inside the game for events and giveaways
Create - Generate your very own NFT through use of our NFT Generator
⬙ Each avatar that Cinder mints includes a Creator Token, offering
players the ability to create an NFT they can use to access Cinder
⬙ Player generated NFTs can also be sold to others for proﬁt
⬙ Customize your Daisho squad, then tokenize and sell them on the
blockchain (Q4)
Earn - Collect, battle, and tokenize content to increase your earnings
⬙ Early adopters will have the opportunity to get a head start on the
Play to Earn mechanics of Cinder
⬙ Daily login activities will increase your earning potential in advance
of our P2E launch in Q4 of 2022

Data Core Chipset
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Our Vision - 03
The Cinder team sees immense potential in the freedom that blockchain
technology provides within the digital gaming space. By offering players
ownership of their character, items, and creations in-game, a whole new
market begins to emerge. Cinder aims to facilitate new ways in which games
can empower their players, offering more value for the content they
purchase, a return on the time players spend invested in gameplay, and
even the potential to take this content outside of our game and into
another.

Future of Blockchain Technology - 03.1
It’s no secret that Cryptocurrency has made great strides over this past
year, with a variety of new layer one and layer two protocols coming
online. Proof of stake has proven to be both cost and energy efﬁcient,
allowing blockchains like Solana to ﬁnd solid footing within the market.
We only see this trend continuing in the years to come, as these new
technologies begin to mature.

Why Solana? - 03.2
Throughout 2021 and 2022 the Solana network has seen tremendous
growth. From its vast assortment of partnerships, to solanart.io and
fractal.is, to a host of blockchain apps and games making their debut.
After extensive research, WildWorks determined that releasing on the
Solana blockchain would provide:
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙

Lower gas fees
Higher transactions per second
Ease of development with Rust software
Exceptional growth within their ecosystem
Improved bandwidth via the Turbine protocol
Minimal impact on the environment due to proof of stake
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A Unique Experience for Gamers in the P2E Space - 03.3
There are a lot of games out there that offer P2E mechanics, but very few
of them offer players the ability to create and tokenize new and original
content. In Cinder, players will be empowered with a toolkit for exactly
that.
⬙

Mint your very own Cinder Avatar through use of Creator Tokens

⬙

Customize and tokenize your Daisho squad

⬙

Sell your creations on the Cinder Marketplace

⬙

Loan your creations out to others to amplify your earning potential

⬙

Purchase land and housing as a method for storing in-game assets
and displaying NFT collections
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What is Cinder - 04
Cinder is a 3D world set in a “high tech meets high fantasy” metaverse.

The Conceit - 04.1
Viruses are bad for, well, everything. They don’t much care what they
infect and they can destroy just about anything. By the time Cinder’s
citizens identiﬁed the culprit of their dying crops, it was too late. Moving
supplies between cities had become increasingly difﬁcult, with critical
supplies like food being infected in transit. This wasn’t just any type of
virus either. The infection began in various forms of software, infecting
programs, and disrupting logistics. While this was an inconvenience,
nobody really thought much of it. That is until the ﬁrst infected plant was
discovered. That’s right, the virus hadn’t just mutated, it had migrated
into the physical world of Cinder. It caused plants, animals, and even
inanimate objects to transform into rabid threats, attacking anything they
encountered.
It didn’t take long for the inhabitants of Cinder to come to the conclusion
that something had to be done.
That’s when Niko Daitoshi, an enterprising inventor who was eager to
prove the value of his adaptive self replicating nano machines, revealed
his latest laboratory triumph – An army of nanobots assembling into
small-scale assault machines that could engage, hack, and defeat the
rabid enemy. They also recognized the need for these machines to learn,
adapt, and self- optimize for the task of thinning out the infestation.
These microscopic robots could replicate themselves from available
materials and organize into complex virus-stomping mini-mechs they
called Daisho.
It is estimated that around around 6 generations of Daisho were released
into the wild, but no one can remember for sure. Each generation was
designed to harvest a different energy source to power itself:

Solar, Magnetic, Biomass, Wind, Hydroelectric, and Geothermal
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As Daisho spread across the land, they evolved into distinctly
recognizable subspecies. Many, for some reason, began to perceive
other species of Dasiho as a greater threat, with a few even becoming
what you might call friendly — or at least less likely to attack travelers on
sight.
In hindsight, not remembering to build any sort of failsafe that would
modulate the behavior of the Daisho was a gross oversight by Niko
Daitoshi. He did, however, leave us with the ability to force Daisho to
disassemble into $ASH and reassemble by way of the Daisho Hacking
Protocol. In its disassembled state, the Daisho appear as a thick,
sparkling dust. Cinder residents who’ve seen it made comparisons to the
ash ($ASH) and embers ($EMBR) of a campﬁre.
In spite of recent efforts, Daisho have overtaken the vast majority of
Cinder’s habitable landscapes. How long until they’re replicating so fast
that they consume all available resources, and our world is nothing but a
heap of battling mini-mechs?
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The Call to Action - 4.2
The citizens of Cinder don’t agree on much, but they all agree that the
rapidly spreading Daisho have manifested into a threat even greater
than the virus. With the virus defeated, the citizens of Cinder devised a
few ways in which they could use these Daisho to their advantage.
The ﬁrst is just to catch Dasiho in
the wild and send them to R.I.D the Reduction of Irritants
Department, for permanent
disassembly. They’ll return to you
a portion of the resulting $ASH
as a bounty, and that stuff’s worth
its weight in gold. Most
merchants accept $ASH as legal
tender.
The second requires a little more
skill and luck, but the rewards are
correspondingly greater. If you
ﬁnd a particularly powerful
Daisho in the wild, you might
want to hang onto it. With a little
patience they can be trained,
modiﬁed, and reprogrammed to
compete in a variety of events,
the most popular of which are PvP Daisho battles, a favorite sport among
Cinder citizens. As the popularity of Daisho Combat arenas grew, so did
the payouts.
$ASH represents the primary gameplay token of Cinder and can be
exchanged for other cryptocurrencies.
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Training Daisho can help build stats like strength, accuracy, and grit,
and you’ll see the results in the battle arena. A battle-proven Daisho is
a valuable commodity, and you can reward the real champions in your
stable by tokenizing them.
Tokenized Daisho can be
customized with decals,
accessories, new weapons and
performance upgrades. Your
tokenized Daisho are
immortalized on the
blockchain, along with all of
their stats and customizations.
When you’re not playing
Cinder, you can earn currency
by renting out your Daisho to
players who need a proven
winner of that energy type.
And because they are NFTs, you truly
own your tokenized Daisho. Cinder
grants the owner an unlimited
worldwide commercial license to
display and sell your NFT as well as
any derivative works. Want to print
and sell shirts featuring your epic
Daisho? Go for it! You can also cash
in on your investment at will by
selling your Daisho on any
compatible exchange.
For those who can’t bear to fully let their Daisho go, loaning it out to
others is the way to go! The Cinder team is hard at work designing a
portal used for leasing out Daisho to others, for a percentage of their
rewards, without relinquishing ownership.
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How Do We Get There? - 04.3
Throughout 2022, Cinder will be implementing our full P2E model,
followed by our Create-to-Earn (C2E) feature set. This includes new
avatar NFT mints, the launch of our tokens, and a host of other
features. Below are our development priorities for 2022.

Q1 - 2022
Creator Tokens - Genesis NFT owners were
airdropped tokens, providing access to
Cinder’s NFT Generator.
KingMaker Tag Activity - We get it… Waiting
sucks! It is our hope that this activity helps keep
players engaged between feature releases.

The Parlor - Cinder now boasts a Parlor Room where players can view Cinder
NFTs, contest submissions, or just chill with their friends.

The Parlor
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Q2 - 2022
Daisho Teaser - Previews of Daisho models for use in P2E combat.

Daisho
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Q2 - 2022 Continued
Minotaur Reveal - An early look at our 2nd Mint avatar for Cinder.

Minotaur
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Q2 - 2022 - Continued
Curator Room Reveal - A sneak peek of our upcoming crafting room, where
players will create new Daisho Cores for use in combat.

Curator’s Room
Exchange Power Shards
and Data Shards to craft
new Daisho Cores!

Power Shard

Data Shard
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Q2 - 2022 - Continued
R.I.D. Environment Reveal - A ﬁrst look at the Reduction of Irritants
Department, a facility that deconstructs Daisho back into $ASH.

R.I.D.
Reduction of Irritants
Department
Any unwanted Daisho
can be returned to the
Reduction of Irritants
Department, where they
are disassembled into
$ASH.
A portion of the $ASH
will be returned to the
facility, with the rest
being awarded to the
player.

NFT Generator - The tool Creator Token holders use to create new Avatar NFTs.

Click Image to View Video
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Q3 - 2022 Continued
NFT and P$ASH Staking - Cinder is offering players a “soft”
staking mechanism, allowing holders to earn Cinder’s
pre-currency in advance of our token launch.
Players can stake individual NFTs, NFT pairs, and even our
pre-currency P$ASH. Selecting a lock cycle or staking paired
NFTs will provide an additional bonus to the staking yield.
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Q3 - 2022 Continued
Parlor Games - Our ﬁrst multiplayer Parlor Game is
being added to The Parlor.

R.I.D. Launch - Players will be able to visit the Reduction of Irritants
Department, in order to deconstruct their unwanted Daisho into $ASH.

R.I.D.
Environment

$ASH
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Q3 - 2022
Power Core Crafting - Players can visit The Curator, an eclectic
“Collection Bot”, to trade in their Power Shards and Data
Shards, and craft new Daisho Power Cores.

Core Crafting

These Cores power Daisho and provide enhanced earning potential for early adopters
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Q4 - 2022
⬙
⬙
⬙

⬙
⬙
⬙

⬙
⬙

Daisho Launch - Explore Cinder with your character, and hack the
Daisho protocol to bring them under your control
The Daisho Lab - A high tech lab where Daisho can be
reprogrammed, reconstructed, or enhanced for battle
The Cinder Marketplace - A place where Daisho can be bought and
sold, along with other in game assets – This will be Cinder’s
proprietary market
The Tokenizer - A facility where Daisho can be immortalized on the
blockchain to be bought, sold, and even loaned out to other players
Daisho Combat - The core P2E component of Cinder, providing
players with the strongest mechanism for earning $ASH
Renting/Staking Daisho - Once tokenized, these provide additional
earning potential for players by staking or loaning out their Daisho to
others
2nd Avatar Mint - A limited run of Minotaur avatars will be minted
and sold, providing additional access to Cinder
2nd Creator Token Drop - Participants in the 2nd Avatar Mint will
receive this token, used to generate an additional creature NFT

Cinder Combat Scene
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Economy & Tokenomics - 05
The Cinder Game Economy is built $ASH, the in-game currency. $ASH will
act as the backbone of Cinder’s P2E game economy. Cinder is exploring a
second governance token called $EMBR as a future addition once P2E is live
and our $ASH token has launched.

Tokenomics - 05.1
$ASH will function as our secondary
in-game currency, earned through
exploration, Daisho deconstruction, and
combat. $ASH is required for regenerating
your Daisho, purchasing upgrades, and
competing in Cinder events.

$EMBR

$ASH

$EMBR is being considered as a
governance token for Cinder. It
would give owners the ability to
participate in the trajectory of new
features, assets, and modes of play
for Cinder. More on this to come in
the future.

Both cryptocurrencies will have the ability to be swapped and
exchanged on secondary markets.

Project Financing - 05.2
Pre-production of Cinder has been funded by our own coffers, but that
won’t sustain this project forever. With that in mind, we are taking the
proceeds from our NFT mints, and royalties from subsequent NFT
transactions, then using that revenue to produce additional creatures,
features, lands, and games for the Cinder Universe. The Cinder NFT
royalty rate on transactions is 7%.
Cinder is also very excited to announce that they have received a
preliminary round of funding from Animoca Brands. They are actively
assisting in the development of Cinder’s $ASH token.
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NFT Mints - 05.3
Our initial mint for the Genesis Fae NFT was a success. The mint took
place on Fractal.is on February 16th 2022, and sold out within 24
hours. It was comprised of 4,444 avatars that act as a gateway to
Cinder.

Each Genesis Fae is unique and contains attributes from the following
categories:

Fae NFT Attributes
Background
Body Color
Eyes
Facial Feature

Glasses
Head Item
Mood
Tattoo

Theme
Wings
Secret Stat

While the majority of a Genesis Fae NFT attributes are purely
cosmetic, there are two that have utility inside the game.
●
●

Wings - Fae with wings can utilize updrafts located throughout
Cinder to reach areas that wingless creatures cannot.
Secret Stat - There are three secret stats applied to Genesis
avatars. Each promises enhanced P2E earning potential.

Each Cinder avatar species also has an afﬁnity for a speciﬁc class of
Daisho, making them easier to track, hack, and train for battle.
Secret Stat 1
●
●

Uniqueness - 10% of Genesis Fae possess this stat
Effect - Applies a +10% increase to the amount of $ASH harvested
from a successful Daisho battle

Secret Stat 2
●
●

Uniqueness - 30% of Genesis Fae possess this stat
Effect - Applies a +7% increase in the amount of $ASH acquired
when deconstructing a Daisho at R.I.D.

Secret Stat 3
●
●

Uniqueness - 60% of Genesis Fae possess this stat
Effect - Applies a 5% increase in the amount of $ASH obtained when
inspecting a “Tech Heap” while exploring
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NFT Rarity - 05.4
Cinder NFTs have six tiers of rarity. This rarity, as shown on Fractal.is,
represents the scarcity of that speciﬁc NFT. Below are examples of
actual NFTs by rarity.
Common

Uncommon

Rare

Rank #4,444 - #1,778

Rank #1,777 - #1,333

Rank #445 - #667

Epic

Legendary

Mythic

Rank #179 - #444

Rank #45 - #178

Rank #1 - #44

The actual number of the NFT does NOT denote its rarity. Rarity is deﬁned by the aggregate of an NFTs attributes.
The ranks listed above are referencing how rare an NFT’s attributes are out of the entire mint of 4,444.
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In addition, all of our Cinder NFT Mint holders will receive Creator
Tokens, giving the community the ability to create and mint their very
own secondary characters, absent any fees, and for proﬁt.
Our current avatar mint schedule is as follows:

Genesis Fae Mint - 2/16/2022
Minotaur Mint - Q4 of 2022
(Avatar) Mint 3 - TBD

Blockchain Mechanics - 06
Cinder is powered by the Solana blockchain. Through use of smart contract
functionality, players will be able to purchase, sell, and exchange tokenized
content on Cinder’s Marketplace. The Cinder team is hard at work deﬁning
our tokenomics, building out our plan for liquidity pools, and integrating
additional wallet support.

Solana & Phantom Wallet - 06.1
Cinder currently supports Phantom wallets as a means to access the
game. Additional support for Solﬂare Wallet, Sollet.io, and Ledger are
currently in development.
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Tokenized Content - 06.2
Tokenizing content will play a strong role in Cinder’s gameplay loop,
with user generated creations and Daisho leading that charge. The
Create-to-Earn model aims to provide players with three main avenues
for earning on the Cinder Marketplace:
⬙
⬙

⬙

Cinder NFTs - Every Cinder avatar is an NFT that can be bought
and sold on the blockchain.
Daisho - Tokenizing Daisho will immortalize them on the
blockchain. With a vast array of Daisho combinations, players will
be able to showcase their own creativity through rich
customization, alongside their Daisho’s battle hardened stats.
Certain Daisho, their cores, and their associated parts will be
extremely scarce, providing additional value.
User Generated Creations - The rollout of Cinder’s Creativity
Toolset, will drive the development of player created content
inside Cinder. These tools will demystify the tokenization
process, providing players with a space where they can innovate,
generate, tokenize, and sell their creations.

Click Image to View Video
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Game Pillars - 07
Cinder is built upon four gameplay pillars – Hunt, Battle, Build, and Earn.
Each individual pillar is grounded in a feature set that supports it.

Hunt - 07.1
Hunting Daisho is an integral part of the Cinder gameplay experience,
and is accomplished by way of exploration, training features, combat
rewards, and crafting. Whether you’re looking to amass a collection of
rare Daisho parts, or aiming to build an unbeatable Daisho squad, the
larger your collection, the higher your earning potential.
⬙
⬙
⬙

Capture Daisho in the wild to add them to your collection
Train your Daisho to improve their combat readiness
Merge two Daisho into one to unlock improved combat stats

Click Image to View Video
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Battle - 07.2
Daisho battles represent the core of Cinder’s competitive gameplay,
and are the primary method for obtaining $ASH. Once a player has
captured a Daisho and brought it under their control, they take that
Daisho into battle in an attempt to defeat their opponent.
$ASH is required to maintain Daisho, and with that in mind,
participation in battle will yield $ASH for both players, with the victor
receiving the lion’s share of the earnings.
⬙
⬙
⬙

Combat will take place via Cinder’s matchmaking system
During battle, a Daisho’s Power Core energy can be depleted
Once fully depleted, a Daisho’s Power Core must be recharged
before it can participate in additional battles
Power Cores
⬙ A Daisho’s Power Core deﬁnes its attack class, energy level,
and special attack
⬙ Rare Power Cores provide additional stat buffs, but require
more $ASH to recharge
⬙ A Power Core can only be destroyed by deconstructing the
entire Daisho at The Reduction of Irritants Department
Daisho Parts
⬙ Daisho Parts are essential to combat success
⬙ Each contains a stat modiﬁer or attack that is unique
⬙ Combining certain Daisho parts with speciﬁc Power Cores
can yield special attacks, or additional stat modiﬁers
Daisho Squads
⬙ Building a well rounded Daisho squad is essential to
combat success
⬙ Certain Daisho will compliment each other, offering
additional beneﬁts during combat
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Daisho Stats and Abilities
Below is an example of the different stats and abilities that can
be modiﬁed for each Daisho. This is by no means a
comprehensive list, as certain Daisho, Power Cores, and Parts will
contain new buffs, attacks, and defensive abilities.
It is worth noting that certain Daisho, Power Cores, and parts will
be extremely scarce, with limited supply available in either the
Cinder Marketplace, or through Cinder gameplay and events.
Attack Class

Daisho Health
Attack Evasion

Mode of Travel
Last Stand

Daisho
Stats & Abilities

Defense

Melee Attacks

Attack Speed

Energy Level

Ranged Attacks

Stats wheel is intentionally vague, as it will vary greatly between Daisho
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Create - 07.3
There will be several ways a player can Create-to-Earn within Cinder.
⬙
⬙

⬙

⬙

Creator Tokens - Used by players to generate new avatar NFTs
Tokenized Daisho - Battle hardened nano-bots that players have
crafted, colored, and designed for the means of battling, selling,
or leasing via a Daisho Staking mechanic
Land Ownership and Housing - Plots will be sold to players in
late 2022, with houses providing additional storage for Daisho,
rich customization features, and NFT galleries
Cinder Creativity Toolset - An integral piece of Cinder’s
Create-to-Earn economy will be its Creativity Toolset – A
mechanism by which players will create completely original NFTs
and content to be sold on Cinder’s Marketplace

The Void
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Earn - 07.4
There are several ways in which a player can obtain $ASH through use
of Cinder’s P2E mechanics.
$ASH - Earned through exploration, gameplay, and Cinder Events
$EMBR - Being considered as a governance token for Cinder
Below are the primary methods for obtaining $ASH within Cinder:
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙

Exploring Tech Heaps
Deconstructing Daisho
Competing in Daisho Battles
Winning a Battle or Combat Event

Gameplay - 08
The Trader’s Port has become one of the ﬁnal safe haven’s for the citizens of
Cinder, with virtually all of their economy and trade deploying from that
land. Leaving the city means either traveling by sea, or traversing territories
that have long been devoid of anything but Daisho. That is until now.
With the rise in popularity of Daisho combat, the creatures of Cinder have
become more brazen as they venture farther and farther into The Void – A
name locals have given to a series of lands that have been overrun with
Daisho. Slowly and surely they began retaking the lands that they once
inhabited.

Trader’s Port
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Overworld - 08.1
The overworld of Cinder is represented by the Trader’s Port, one of the
only lands the creatures of Cinder still fully control. In this land, players
will ﬁnd shops, labs, and museums aimed at showcasing Cinder’s
history, or providing much needed resources to its residents.
Other cities of Cinder, while still occupied, have not been accessible
for ages, something the locals hope to change.

Trader’s Port

Trader’s Port

Trader’s Port

Trader’s Port
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Hunting Daisho - 08.2
Exploring the landscapes outside Trader’s Port is not for the faint of
heart. As the Daisho have continued to evolve, they have become
increasingly difﬁcult to capture.
The Genesis Fae were the ﬁrst to venture into The
Void, equipped with a new Daisho Hacking
Protocol – A device that when successfully
deployed, grants access to the source code of a
Daisho’s power core. Not all Daisho have evolved
equally, however, and many classiﬁcations have
yet to be brought under the Fae’s control.

DHP

When encountering a Daisho, the Genesis Fae
found themselves immediately engaged in
conﬂict, the only choices being to engage in a PVE battle with the
Daisho in an attempt to deploy the Daisho Hacking Protocol, or to ﬂee
as a means of protecting any $ASH the Fae may be carrying.
If a creature successfully hacks into a Daisho, they unlock the potential
for customizing their attributes, impacting their combat stats, and
applying new parts that have been crafted from $ASH.

Battling Daisho - 08.3
Each Cinder creature must possess three Daisho in order to engage in
combat in the Daisho Combat Arenas. These battles are turn based
PVP competitions, where a player’s Daisho are put to the test.
As a means for deploying attacks, players will load executables, or
EXEs onto their Daisho. These are stored on discs called Daisho
Drives.
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Daisho Combat Classiﬁcations
The more locals researched Daisho, the more they understood about
their individual evolution and power source. So far, of the Daisho that
have been captured, six primary classes have been discovered.
Solar

Magnetic

Biomass

Wind

Hydroelectric

Geothermal

Each class of Daisho has its advantages and disadvantages in combat,
and a poorly thought out Daisho Squad will inevitably fail in battle.
Below is an example of how different Daisho will statistically compare.
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Cinder Marketplace - 9
The Cinder Marketplace will act as our content hub. Here players can buy
and sell content, purchase additional currency, and host their very own
creations. The Cinder Marketplace is slated for release in the fourth quarter
of 2022.

Marketplace Features - 09.1
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙

A place for players to buy and sell Cinder NFTs
The location where new Daisho will appear for purchase
A marketplace for User Generated Content
One central marketplace for everything Cinder

More to come on the Cinder Marketplace in future white paper revisions.

Long Term Vision - 10
As we move through 2022, we aim to put Cinder at the forefront of
crypto-gaming through project collaborations, expansions to the Cinder
universe, and the Cinder’s IDO.

2023 and Beyond - 10.1
As we look ahead to 2023, the Cinder team is carving out new
pipelines for:
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙
⬙

Feature expansions
Land additions
New Daisho cores and classes
Enhanced battle mechanics
Community Governance Features
More ways that players can create and sell on the Cinder
Marketplace
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Conclusion - 11
Wow… You really made it this far??? The Cinder team truly appreciates your
interest in the project, and we couldn’t be more excited for our upcoming
2022/2023 rollout.
You really are at the end though… Below are just disclaimers (boring text),
revisions, and links to resources that relate to the Cinder project.

Disclaimer - 11.1
This document is not meant to represent the ﬁnal design or
tokenomics for Cinder in their entirety. All information included in this
white paper is aimed at providing additional clarity any vision into the
development, economics, and aspirations for the Cinder universe. The
whitepaper may be revised, updated, and edited throughout this
process, with revisions being tracked and categorized below.

White Paper Revision History - 11.2
●
●
●

Current Revision - 1.0.1
Date of Last Revision - 3/30/2022
Revision Change List for Version 1.0.1
1.
2.

●

Section 05.4 - Added clariﬁcation to NFT Rarity
Section 07.3 - Adjusted language for plots to be sold, not auctioned

Revision Change List for Version 1.0.2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Section 7 - Updated pillars to reﬂect building of Daisho
Section 4.3 - Included updated concept, character, and environment
art from Cinder.
Section 6.3 - Updated Daisho Class Icons
General - Updated several sections to better reﬂect current progress,
and inserted several videos demonstrating features inside of Cinder.
Included information on staking NFTs, pairs, and $ASH

Links and Reference - 11.3
Cinder.io
Twitter
Instagram
Fractal.is

Solana.com
Solscan.io
Solanart.io
MagicEden.io

Phantom.app
Solﬂare.com
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